14raS' nary Ferrell
.4406 Bollund
- Dallas, TX 75219

1/2/91

Dwar Nary,
hope that it is not any health prblem that accounts for
our not getting a card
from you. There are other good reasons, of course, but
because this is the first year we
did not get one I did wonder. No need to reply because
I'll hear soon enough, the reason
clear in what follows.
Two Baltimore policemen friends of ours will be going
to Dallas soon and they'll
load; you up and I'll hear how you all are when they get
back. They were here yeatrday.
(David, by the way, has two wonderful little boys, two
of the best and the very nrightest
and yet all boy.) Both are interested in the JFK aase,
Richard including ad a collector.
- Some years ago Al Chapman took some pictures for me,
including of several points
I'd asked him abdut on the grassy knoll, particularly of
the fence. When these men asked
me if :there is anything I'd like checked I went into that intere
st With them and then
went te'the files to get those pictures. The entire grassy
knoll file is gone. And this
is not the first time recently that entire files are gone.
It happens that the grassy
knoll file was the first in that drawer and is on the
label, so it would be each to
pinpoint if anyone had that interest.
..H.Tou've*ver aeon what live accumulated but ask these
men when you see them. If I
wanted to kaaVA4 eye on those wRo have access, it is imposs
ible for me. Host is in the
basement and ;vat t stand still and can't use he stairs
more than a couple of times a
day. So if anyone Wants to steal from there it is easy
for them. (The grassy knoll file
was in my officedkat of what is in the basement is FULL
records and workingteile overflow.)
I've heard that AI died some years eo. If by any chance
yOu have copies of those
pictures I'd apfreciate it if you'd let R ichard and David
borrow them so they can make
copies and return them.

e

and,I like both. They are good men. Every time they are here
they look for things
that need doing that I am not able to do. Without being asked.
Richard has made friends
with Lavelle,. whe has a daughter not far from here in Virgin
ia and visits her.
We do hope you are all well. it least as well as the accumu
lating years permit. cl'y
and large that is truelatue. The local cardiologist today
said he is satisfied with my
condition. Only thing new he did not have to tell me. The hernia
that develo
at the
bottom of the incision for the open—heart surgery is gradually getting largerped
.
They
do
nothing to correct that artless and until it is necessa
ry. all it now means is that I have
new restrictions atop the many folldiiring that slirgery.
But I'm grateful to be able to day
that .I never, have, a really bad dey. It will be nice to
know that you all can say thatt
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